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As a key intermedium between the new couple to-be and the recipients ,wedding invitations speak
louder about the distinctive personality of the hosts and the theme of the wedding ceremony. It has
become a trend that the new couple who are in favor of fashion  sending  the wedding stationery full
of contemporary elements to their esteemed guests in order to inform their big day and beg for the
wishes from them. Fabulous modern wedding invitations would no doubt contribute a lot to a
successful wedding ceremony.

In this year ,are you preparing for your wedding ceremony and turn out to have no idea about what
to choose for your wedding cards ? You are so lucky to read my articles because I will show you the
latest creativity in unique modern wedding invitations which will lend you a hand in choosing the
proper wedding cards and ensure you a contemporary unforgettable wedding ceremony.

2012, the most popular modern wedding invitations are divided into 3 categories ,let me explain
what each kind look like.

a)Fancy Fold Wedding Invitations

Folded wedding cards are popular among people for a long time . This year ,the style is still in
vogue. A fancy card always take advantage of vellum or other kind of high quality stocks which will
promise to leave a noble impression on others at first sight. Multiple folds are available for this style
,you could choose what you like according to your preference. With stunning patterns and delicate
embossment on the cover, you could print your personalized information at the decoration of the
embellishment. A silky ribbon is also attached to the card, which show endless romantic and elegant
style.

b)Jacket like Pocket Fold Wedding Invitations

With the development of the technology , the wedding cards are not satisfied with simple shape.
The jacket like pocket fold Wedding invitations are a result of the fast developing techniques. The
pocket outside the card features anomalous shape .The laser cutting the paper into a shape of
jacket. With the help of artful color scheme , navy blue ,water bathing aqua or other colors used on
the pocket , which will present a cute appearance. Hence ,you will never fail to attract your friendsâ€™
eyes with the novel design.

c)Modern Scroll wedding invites

Sending you friends with a normal white envelope ?You are out of date. In 2012, people gain much
inspiration from drifting bottle. Picking the old-map like scroll card, print your invitation words on it
and then putting them into a transparent glass bottle. With an oak cork on the sealing surface, you
have finished a great artwork. You could also decorate the bottle with a ribbon flower, which will
make the whole product even more attractive.

Choosing the proper modern wedding invitations may means a lot to your wedding ceremony. Now
itâ€™s your turn to make your choice.
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